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After a night's rest in the ancestral land, ye Chen bid farewell to Xiao Huang and said, "Xiao Huang, stay 

in the ancestral land and accompany your mother. I'm going to the hell Taoist temple." 

 

Of the 100 hunting orders, only three are ownerless. Ye Chen naturally wants to go and have a look. 

 

If you can capture the order of hunting God, it's better. You don't have to receive the favor of heaven. 

 

If you can't grab it, ye Chen will go to the hunting meeting directly. Anyway, he won't miss it. 

 

Because beimangxiao, Xiao Huang's father, is taken as a prey. If he doesn't go to the rescue, 

beimangxiao may be killed by the participants at any time. 

 

Xiao Huang was rather reluctant and said, "master, are you going to leave?" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, light way: "well, time is pressing, you don't need to worry, I will 

certainly rescue your father to come out." 

 

Little zodiac: "thank you, master!" 

 

After saying goodbye, ye Chen leaves with sword nameless and misty rain immortal Zun and sets out for 

the hell Taoist temple. 

 

Yanyu immortal said: "Lord, I will not go to the hunting meeting. Now I want to find the second main 

altar of the Yin Yang Temple." 

 



Ye Chen heart move, way: "good, you go to, if found, inform me one." 

 

Ye Chen, the second main altar in the temple of yin and Yang, also wants to know where it is. Let Yanyu 

xianzun look for it. Naturally, it can't be better. 

 

At the moment, Yanyu xianzun left a message to Ye Chen, and then he left. 

 

Ye Chen said to sword nameless: "nameless, will you go hunting with me? Or back to the center of the 

earth? " 

 

Sword nameless thought for a while, and said: "exterminating the gods and leaving the wasteland is the 

territory of the old alliance after all. I don't want to have anything to do with Mozu Wutian, so I won't go 

hunting. Besides, if I can't get the order of hunting gods, I can't help but I want to go to the hell Taoist 

temple." 

 

Ye Chen said, "Oh, really?" 

 

Sword nameless way: "cover a day evil emperor not to say?"? There will be three irregular murders in 

hell. Three of them will be selected from a thousand strong men to give God hunting orders. Only one 

person can walk out of each round alive. I'd like to experience it 

 

At the end of the day, Jian Ming licked his lips. He was a bit bloodthirsty. The rules of hell's Dojo were 

very suitable for him. 

 

Ye Chen said: "there will be no less killing after fighting, but the rules of this infernal Taoist temple are 

too dangerous. You'd better not involve it easily." 

 

Sword nameless way: "go to see to say again first." 

 

Ye Chen "Er" a, then take out to cover the sky evil emperor to give his map, according to the instruction 

on the map, go to the hell Dao field. 

 



In addition to marking the location of hell Dojo, there are some simple information on the back of this 

map, such as some personnel information and power distribution of the old alliance. 

 

These information are public, cover day evil emperor afraid Ye Chen don't know, so together gave him. 

 

On the map, there are many feudal areas and spheres of influence of the old alliance Dharma 

protectors, all of which have been marked out. 

 

The hell Taoist center was not established by the old Japanese Alliance, but by several chambers of 

Commerce in the inland sea. In fact, it was a place for fighting. On weekdays, the martial arts dueled 

with each other for the big people to watch and have fun. Recently, due to the coming of the hunting 

Conference, three ownerless hunting orders were arranged to compete in the hell Taoist center. 

 

The location of hell's ashram is in the inner sea of the dark forbidden sea. 

 

The dark forbidden sea is too big. It will take a long time for ye Chen and Jian to fly from the open sea to 

the inner sea, and then go to the hell Taoist center. In order to save time and ignore the pressure of the 

law, they directly tear the void and come outside the hell Taoist Center. 

 

Although tear, but the load caused by the two is not small. 

 

Ye Chen thinks of ling'er, and he doesn't know when he will wake up. Once he wakes up, it will be easier 

to tear the void. 

 

"Ye Chen, for the sake of caution, you'd better hide your identity." 

 

At this time, ye Chen's mind, but came xuanhanyu's voice. 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Hearing Xuan Hanyu's suggestion, ye Chen's eyes are slightly fixed. 

 



Xuanhanyu said: "there are a lot of eyes staring at the back of this hunting meeting. It's right to be 

careful. You can make a dark pill according to my prescription, which can completely cover up the 

breath of reincarnation and won't be noticed by outsiders." 

 

"Even if there is no day, it may not be found." 

 

Say, Xuan Hanyu shoots out a spirit light, infuse the brain of leaf Chen. 

 

Boom! 

 

Suddenly, in Ye Chen's mind, a secret recipe emerges. 

 

The prescription xuanhanyu taught him is called Yintian Shendan. Its level is the supreme source pill. It 

can hide breath and blood. 

 

"Well, I see." 

 

Ye Chen nods and holds his hand lightly. The aura converges and the aura between heaven and earth 

comes whistling. Under the refining of his eight trigrams, it directly changes into two pills. 

 

According to Ye Chen's current cultivation state and his alchemy attainments, the general pills can be 

refined out of thin air, and they can be refined simply by relying on the aura of heaven and earth, 

without using any materials. 

 

Of course, if you want a higher quality pill, you still need the assistance of materials. 

 

But now it's enough to hide the breath. 

 

"Nameless, this is Yin Tian Shen Dan, but you can also eat one for hiding breath." 

 

Ye Chen gives a hidden God Dan to the sword nameless, and takes one by himself. 



 

After taking Yin Tian Shen Dan, ye Chen's breath immediately converges, just like an ordinary person. 

 

The sword is nameless. After taking the pill, the blood thirsty and fierce breath also converges. But after 

all, the broken arm doesn't look like ordinary people. 

 

Ye Chen puts on a strange mask again, so that he can better hide himself. 

 

Finished all these, ye Chen this just takes sword nameless, enter hell Dao field. 

 

This hell Dojo looks like a Colosseum in appearance. It is a circular building with a circumference of 

several hundred meters and a wall of 50-60 meters. It is very spectacular and can accommodate tens of 

thousands of people. 

 

Ye Chen brings his sword to the entrance of the hell Taoist center, but there is a strong one guarding it. 

His cultivation reaches the later stage of the true realm. 

 

The strong guard looked at Ye Chen and said, "are you here to participate in the hell trial?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "exactly!" 

 

The strong guard said: "hell trial, a total of three, the first held today, can no longer register." 

 

Ye Chen says: "that leaves two?" 

 

The strong guard said: "there will be another one the day after tomorrow. If you want to participate, you 

can sign up now. But thousands of people are competing to kill. It's extremely cruel. The winner can get 

a hunting order. The loser will only fall. Think about it clearly." 

 

Ye Chen said: "no problem, sign up for us. His name is Jian Mingming, and my name is... Ye Jitian." 

 



After careful calculation, ye Chen finally uses a pseudonym, and it's Ye Jitian who used it before. 

 

Ye Jitian's name is rarely used outside China. 
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I'm afraid those who ban the sea in the dark don't understand. 

 

The strong guard said: "Ye Zaitian, your name is very murderous, and you are not afraid of the 

punishment of heaven? Ha ha, but if you want to sign up, you need to be under a thousand years old. 

Only martial arts talents under a thousand years old can participate in the trial. " 

 

With that, the strong guard took out a golden mirror, which was obviously a magic weapon to test 

people's age. 

 

Ye Chen palms on the mirror, the mirror suddenly showed his age, less than 100 years old. 

 

The strong guard was shocked and said, "are you less than a hundred years old? How about cultivation? 

Don't waste your life. " 

 

Because ye Chen took Yin Tian Shen Dan, outsiders can't see the details of his cultivation. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and says, "no harm, you can sign up for me." 

 

That guard strong person "Er" a, then register for leaf Chen, and hope to sword nameless way: "that 

you?" 

 

"I'm over a thousand years old, but it's a pity..." 

 



He wanted to sharpen his life and death in the hell trial, but his age had exceeded the requirement. 

 

The strong guard said: "if you are over age, you are not allowed to participate in the trial, but you can 

watch the game." 

 

Sword nameless nod a way: "also good." 

 

Ye Chen said: "it's OK. There are many opportunities to fight in the future." 

 

After registration, ye Chen and Jian Mingming formally enter the hell Taoist center. 

 

But at this time, they heard the storm in the sky and the aura burst. 

 

Ye Chen looked up and saw a red yarn girl, holding a long sword, flying to the sky of hell. 

 

And behind the red yarn girl, more than a dozen big men, like wolves, come to chase and kill, and 

instantly surround the girl. 

 

These big men, all dressed in one color, are printed with the pattern of a Baqi sky snake. 

 

Seeing the pattern of the eight Qi sky snake, ye Chen's head hummed for a moment, and immediately 

thought of it. 

 

Under the command of Wutian, there are sixteen old star beasts. Among them, one is called baqitian 

snake, which is the protector of the old alliance. 

 

There are related records in the map given to him by the demon emperor. 

 

This Baqi heavenly snake has established a family, the Baqi family, which has a great influence in the 

inland sea. 



 

The dozen strong men were obviously members of the Baqi family. They worked for Baqi tianshe. They 

were not directly under the control of the old Japanese League, but were independent forces under the 

command of Baqi tianshe. 

 

"Leng MuQing, where do you want to go?" 

 

One of the ten strong men who surrounded the red yarn girl said with a cold smile. 

 

The red yarn girl named Leng MuQing, her eyes slightly cold, said: "don't force me to do it, I don't want 

to kill you." 

 

These big men, after all, are members of the Baqi family. Although they don't belong to the old Japan 

alliance directly, they have a huge shadow behind them. Leng MuQing naturally doesn't want to tear her 

face. 

 

A big man sneered and said, "Hey, what a big tone. How powerful can you be when you are alone? Give 

me the sword in my hand. We Baqi family can let you die. " 

 

Leng MuQing's sword crossed her chest and said, "is it the Dharma edict of Wutian? He wants my 

sword? " 

 

The big man said: "you don't have to worry. This sword was made by the ancestor of the sword God. It's 

stolen goods. You have to hand it over! It's not allowed for those old people's things to run rampant in 

the dark forbidden sea area. " 

 

Leng MuQing said with a smile, "if there is a decree of the devil, I can give you my sword. But if I want to 

come to his old man, I won't deliberately bully others. If it's just the will of your Baqi family, please 

forgive me for not obeying it." 

 

The big man said, "so you are going to be stubborn?" Then he pulled out his weapon, and the 

atmosphere became tense. 

 



The people in the hell Dojo, seeing the changes in the sky, all look up curiously. 

 

On the round platform around the Taoist temple, there were twenty or thirty thousand people ready to 

watch the first trial. At this moment, seeing the changes in the sky, they all stood up and talked about it. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the sword in the hand of the young girl Leng MuQing. Vaguely, he catches a very 

familiar breath. 

 

That's the breath of the Bone Demon flag! 

 

The fragments of the Bone Demon flag in Ye Chen's body resonate with Leng MuQing's sword. Even the 

heavenly pearl of lingxu, which contains the spirit of killing demons, also resonates. 

 

"It turns out that the body of the Bone Demon flag is in this girl's hands! What's more, she transformed 

it into a sword! " 

 

Ye Chen is surprised. The sword in Leng MuQing's hand is actually the magic weapon of the Bone Demon 

flag, which has been transformed into a sword. 

 

Just now, the people of Baqi family seem to have mentioned the ancestor of sword God. 

 

Obviously, this sword was made by the ancestor of the sword God. 

 

The ancestor of sword God transformed Hongjun's magic weapon and recast the Bone Demon flag into a 

sword. 

 

"The master of sword God is really good at refining weapons. Even the magic weapon of Hongjun can be 

reformed." 

 

Ye Chen secretly exclaimed. 

 



But in the sky, Leng MuQing clenched the sword in her hand and said, "if you want to seize the sword 

and seek your own death, don't blame me!" 

 

After that, Leng MuQing's aura burst out and poured into the sword. 

 

"Bone Demon sword, broken!" 

 

A severe sword was blown up from the sword, and the vision of a dragon appeared in the light of the 

sword. It was the weather of the Bone Demon flag. 

 

This Bone Demon flag, now more accurately, should be called Bone Demon sword! 

 

The sword light is like a demon, and the Dragon roars. In the void, a dark rainbow bridge runs through 

the sky and the earth. 

 

Puff! 

 

Under the sword, Leng MuQing in front of several big men, on the spot body rupture, blood splashed to 

death. 

 

And their bodies, swept by the demonic sword light, hissed and burst into ashes in an instant. 

 

"What 

 

The rest of the big men were shocked. They didn't expect that the girl was so powerful. 

 

"You forced me!" 

 

Leng MuQing's eyes are chilly. Against the murderous spirit of the Bone Demon sword, she is like a plum 

in the world of ice and snow, cold and icy. 



 

"How dare you do it? Do you know that we are from Baqi family? How dare you offend baqitian snake 

Dharma protector? " 

 

Those big men, seeing the girl's strength and sweat, wanted to threaten with words. 

 

"There's no way to offend me, but I think Mozu Wutian will do justice for me." 

 

Leng MuQing's eyes are still cold, directly locking everyone's air engine. 

 

They were stiff and could not move. Their teeth trembled. They were enveloped in the girl's breath like 

falling into an ice cave. 

 

Whoa! 

 

Leng MuQing once again wields her sword. Her sword is like a black rainbow. She cuts it. 

 

All the people's bodies were splashed with blood, and the bodies were annihilated in the sword light. 

 

There was an uproar. 

 

The battle took place between lightning and flint. Leng MuQing, a girl named Leng MuQing, showed her 

profound knowledge of kendo. What's more, she was decisive in fighting. Knowing that she was a 

member of Baqi family, she finally killed her. 
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Behind the seemingly weak, in fact, is a very strong fighting power and killing way. 

 



"This woman, it's not easy." 

 

Ye Chen feels the girl's breath. It's about half a step in the hundred flail realm. He hasn't broken through 

the flail yet. But his real combat power is no worse than him. He obviously has the blessing of kendo. 

 

Ye Chen, under the throne of Shifang sword sage, has understood the essence of Hongjun Kendo, so his 

understanding of Kendo is far better than before. 

 

At a glance, he saw that the girl's Kendo was not simple and different from ordinary people. It was not 

fancy. It was probably created by herself and went straight. But killing people was like cutting grass. It 

was quick and effective. 

 

The audience were also very surprised, and even a lot of people were intoxicated. 

 

The girl named Leng MuQing is quite beautiful. She looks like a goddess, which makes people dare not 

look up to her. Such a beautiful girl has excellent swordsmanship, even if she kills people, it is pleasing to 

the eye. 

 

Bang. 

 

Leng MuQing shakes the long sword, and the blood on the sword falls like raindrops. She takes the 

sword back into the sheath, and then the wind falls down, and goes directly to Ye Chen. 

 

"Well?" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised, he doesn't know Leng MuQing, and Leng MuQing walks to him, but his eyes are 

shining. 

 

"What do you want to do, girl?" Ye Chen light way. 

 

Leng MuQing's small nose wrinkled and said: "you have the smell of the Bone Demon flag. A fragment of 

the Bone Demon flag is in your hand, isn't it? Make an offer and give me the pieces. " 



 

The fragments of the magic weapon in Ye Chen's hand are actually separated from the Bone Demon flag. 

If Leng MuQing can recycle them, it can strengthen the power of the Bone Demon sword. 

 

Ye Chen hears Leng MuQing's question, quite a little surprised, didn't expect the other party to ask for 

the magic weapon fragment directly. 

 

He has a lot of magic weapons. In fact, it's not different from a piece of magic weapon. But the Bone 

Demon flag, after all, is a magic weapon of Hongjun. It's very valuable, so he won't give it out easily. 

 

"What if I don't?" Ye Chen hands cross chest road. 

 

Leng MuQing's pretty face sank slightly, and said: "that fragment is very important to me, young master, 

please give me the fragment, no matter what conditions I promise, do you want pills, Lingshi, or what 

natural materials and local treasures?" 

 

Ye Chen glances at Leng MuQing's figure and says nothing. 

 

Leng MuQing is aware of Ye Chen's eyes. She suddenly has a pretty face and says angrily, "what do you 

want to see? If you dare to have a wrong idea, I'll kill you right away!" 

 

Ye Chen immediately speechless, way: "I just casually look at you one eye, you don't have so big charm, 

don't think crooked good?"? I can still use the fragments of the magic weapon. I won't change them for 

the time being. I'll talk about them later. " 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's refusal, Leng MuQing bit her teeth and said, "what's your name? What do you do with 

a mask? Are you sneaky and dare not show others? " 

 

Ye Chen said: "girl, I don't care about my business." 

 

Leng MuQing said: "well, you can take this message. When you want to exchange fragments, please let 

me know." 



 

With that, Leng MuQing takes out a letter and thrusts it into Ye Chen's hand. Then she turns away and 

strides into hell. 

 

"Please gather the people who participated in the first trial here!" 

 

At this time, there was an old judge in the hell Dojo, shouting. 

 

The first of the three trials in hell's Taoist school is held today. 

 

There are thousands of contestants. 

 

These 1000 young warriors gathered and looked at each other with hostility and vigilance. 

 

And Leng MuQing went to the team. 

 

"So this guy is a tester?" 

 

Ye Chen is quite surprised. It turns out that Leng MuQing is actually a player participating in the trial. 

 

Seeing Leng MuQing come in, many people in the team changed their faces. 

 

Because, just in the battle in the sky, Leng MuQing's amazing cutting Kendo is impressive. If you can, no 

one wants to fight against her. 

 

The old judge said: "to participate in the trial, you need to sign the certificate of life and death first. 

Once you sign the certificate of life and death, it's decided by heaven. If you are defeated in the war, you 

will die, you will be responsible for the cause and effect, your relatives and other people, you can't get 

revenge." 

 



"The rule of the game is that thousands of people fight each other. Only one person can survive. The 

winner will get the order of hunting God." 

 

"On the way to the competition, if you feel that you have no hope of winning, and you don't want to die, 

and you want to withdraw from the competition ahead of time, you can cut off one arm and one leg, 

and then poke your eyes, and you can survive and withdraw from the competition." 

 

The rules of the competition have been known for a long time, but at this time I heard the old referee 

say in a very flat tone that everyone was afraid, and many people trembled, only the girl named Leng 

MuQing was self-conscious. 

 

"I see." 

 

Leng MuQing even answered, and only she answered. 

 

The trial rules of the competition are extremely cruel. Only one person can survive a thousand people. 

 

If you want to retire early, you have to bear a heavy price than death. If you want to cut off one arm and 

one leg, and then poke your eyes blind, it's equivalent to a loser. Life is not like death. 

 

"Well, if there's no problem, sign a life and death certificate." 

 

The referee, old man, give out the life and death certificate. 

 

Leng MuQing looks calm, then comes over and signs her name, and presses the blood fingerprint. 

 

But the people around them are not so brave. Most of them are struggling. 

 

"I give up." 

 

"I give up, too." 



 

"Forget it, I'm going to quit the competition. If I want to get the order, I'm afraid it's more difficult than 

going to heaven." 

 

For a time, many people withdrew on the spot, turned around and left. 
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In the end, a full three adults walked out of the game, and the remaining seven adults signed a life and 

death certificate. 

 

"Very good, you prepare for it. The trial starts after one incense burning time. The way of the game is to 

kill irregularly, fight with thousands of people, and finally the survivors win!" 

 

The old referee's voice rang out, and many spectators in the audience were formally seated, ready to 

watch, and the atmosphere became warm. 

 

Cold Mu Qing is still light should way: "know." 

 

With that, she went to the rest area and waited for the trial to begin. 

 

Ye Chen and Jian are nameless. They also find a place to sit down. They are both quite curious and look 

at Leng MuQing. 

 

Sword nameless way: "leaf adult, you say she can survive?" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the contestants and said: "if these 700 people fight alone, no one is her opponent, 

but nearly a thousand people fight together. The situation is too chaotic and life and death are hard to 

predict." 

 



Melee is different from fighting alone. In the fierce melee of life and death, there are enemies in all 

directions. A little slack is death. There are too many things to pay attention to. It is a great test of 

combat experience, temperament and character. 

 

Ye Chen has nothing to say about Leng MuQing's strength, but it's a scuffle after all, and it's hard for him 

to predict the outcome. 

 

Dang! 

 

Finally, after a long time, the bell for the start of the game rang. 

 

"The trial begins! Please come on 

 

At the order of the referee, many players came out of the rest area and jumped into the arena one after 

another. 

 

And the audience, is a burst of applause and shouts, it is very excited. 

 

The space of the arena is wide. Seven hundred people jump in, but it doesn't seem crowded. There is 

enough space to fight. 

 

However, under the tension, these seven hundred people, looking at each other, did not dare to do it 

first. Many people's forehead was cold and sweaty. Under the great pressure of atmosphere, their legs 

were trembling. But at this time, it is not easy to withdraw from the competition, unless they break their 

arms and legs and then blind their eyes. 

 

"Don't you do it? Then I'll do it first. " 

 

Leng MuQing scanned the whole scene. Her eyes were cold, and she suddenly pulled out the Bone 

Demon sword. The light of the sword turned like a black rainbow. More than a dozen people standing 

near her were cut by her waist in an instant, and their blood, internal organs and intestines all over the 

place. 

 



This scene is very bloody, the audience suddenly exclaimed, and then a burst of more than the mountain 

tsunami, the cry of the mountain tsunami cheers, skyrocketing. 

 

In the arena, the other contestants were shocked to see Leng MuQing's sudden attack and the fierce 

attack. 

 

"Kill her first!" 

 

"Together! Kill her 

 

"If this man does not die, no one will die!" 

 

Everyone knows Leng MuQing's power, so they all speak together. Then they pull out their weapons and 

sacrifice their magic weapons. They unite to kill Leng MuQing. 

 

This sudden change surprised the whole audience. 

 

Originally, the rule of hell trial was that thousands of people were fighting with each other, but this time, 

it turned into a group fight. 

 

A group of people, a group fight against one person. 

 

"Hahaha, what can a group of local people do to me?" 

 

Leng MuQing disdains to sneer. The Bone Demon sword is waving. Anyone who is close to her three feet 

is killed by her, either by cutting the head, waist, or by dismembering the corpse with a random sword. 

The death is extremely tragic, and the body and spirit are perishing in an instant. 

 

In the blink of an eye, the whole arena was stained red with blood. Fortunately, the arena was protected 

by array. The core of the array eye was a delicate spirit stone shining with stars. 

 



Under the protection of this array, Leng MuQing's sword spirit and the blood of the dead did not spread 

out, otherwise, the audience might be affected. 

 

In a flash, hundreds of people died under Leng MuQing. 

 

Leng MuQing didn't even have any scars. 

 

She wields her sword very fast, like thunder and lightning. Every time she wields her sword, blood 

splashes out. Killing people is like cutting grass. Under the protection of fierce sword spirit, people 

around her can't get close to her at all. As soon as they get close, they will be killed. 

 

"This girl's killing temperament is no less than me." 

 

Sword nameless see Leng MuQing so cold means, also can't help but some appreciate nod. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. He didn't expect Leng MuQing's means to be so cruel and merciless. 

 

However, in order to survive the duel between life and death, we must use such fierce fighting spirit. 

 

In the past few breaths, hundreds of broken bodies fell down, but Leng MuQing was still unhurt. Besides 

the blood stained sword, she was as pure as snow plum blossom. 

 

On the audience stage and in the VIP seats, several old people were surprised to see Leng MuQing's 

methods. 

 

These old people are all big people with extraordinary breath. One of them is the leader of hell Taoist 

center, named xuanchen Taoist. 

 

In the dark forbidden sea, Taoist xuanchen was magnanimous and had friends with several major 

chambers of Commerce. He was also a guest of the old alliance. 

 



"Who is that girl? It's only half a step in the hundred flail realm. I haven't broken through the flail yet. 

The momentum of Kendo is so fierce. I don't know what school to follow. " 

 

Taoist xuanchen stares at Leng MuQing and shows interest. 

 

Such an excellent talent is worth cultivating. He is ready to report it to the old Japan alliance, give up the 

Dharma protector he has made friends with, and be ready to recruit in advance. 

 

The old Japan alliance is under the command of Mozu Wutian. In fact, its influence is quite complicated. 

The major Dharma protectors have different fiefdoms and conflicts. Therefore, if there are good 

candidates, the major Dharma protectors will fight for their lives and do not want to be robbed by 

others. 

 

One of the attendants checked the information and said, "back to Zhang Jiao, that girl's name is Leng 

MuQing. She is an ordinary sanxiu. She got the Bone Demon flag by accident and changed her life. She 

once visited the ancestor of the sword God and transformed the Bone Demon flag into a sword weapon. 

Now she is still a sanxiu. She travels around the dark forbidden sea. Her goal is to join the old alliance 

through the hunting convention." 

 

The biggest force of the dark sea ban is the old Japan alliance. If you want to develop in the dark sea 

ban, it is safest and most promising to join the old Japan alliance. 

 

Therefore, this hunting meeting really attracted a lot of people. 

 

It's just that Leng MuQing is a loose cultivator and has no power to rely on. Therefore, she can't get the 

inner God hunting order. She can only fight for it by the way of hell trial. 

 

"Oh, is it casual? And it's just about learning sword. I can recommend it to the jade toad fairy. " 

 

Taoist xuanchen's eyes are slightly fixed. Among the sixteen Dharma protectors of the old alliance, there 

is a jade toad named ice snow. The world respects him as a jade toad fairy and a sword maker. If Leng 

MuQing is recommended to jade toad fairy, the latter will be very happy. 

 



Taoist xuanchen had countless thoughts in his mind, and at this time, the fighting in the arena also 

developed to a frightening level. 

 

There are only 700 people in total, but now there are almost 400 people who have been killed by Leng 

MuQing. The rest of them are deeply afraid, and they all throw down their weapons. They are so 

frightened that they retreat and dare not fight any more. 

 

Leng MuQing's killing was fierce, but he was not a madman who could only kill. Seeing the crowd 

retreating, he stopped his sword and looked around the room, saying, "don't you want to fight?" 

 

The faces of all the people were as gray as ashes, and they were trembling and speechless. 
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Leng MuQing said with a smile: "since you don't want to fight, you can withdraw from the game 

according to the rules." 

 

When she said this, people were even more afraid and didn't know what to do for a moment. 

 

Leng MuQing said: "it's not my rule. Don't blame me. If you want to fight, I'll accompany you." Then he 

raised the sword in his hand. The Bone Demon sword has its own sword Qi. The demon Qi soars and 

turns into a black rainbow, which is frightening. 

 

The crowd screamed and was scared to death. Finally, they broke the psychological defense line. They 

picked up the weapons on the ground one after another. After breaking an arm and a thigh and blinding 

their eyes, they left the match and left in despair. 

 

In the blink of an eye, there were a lot of broken arms and legs in the arena, and the scene was 

extremely bloody. 

 

Leng MuQing, however, was not stained with a drop of blood, pure as a fairy, standing in the middle of 

the field. 



 

She's the only one who's still standing where she is. 

 

The sword's nameless eyes moved, looked at the broken arms on the floor, and then looked at his own 

broken arms, sighing for a moment. 

 

Ye Chen said: "nameless, when I kill Hong Tianjing later, I will continue to break your arm." 

 

The nameless arm of the sword is cut off by Hong Tianjing. On it, there are the majesty of annihilating 

Tianjian and Hong Tianjing's martial arts. 

 

Even ye Chen can't take over the broken arm for the sword now. 

 

If you want to pick up his broken arm, you have to kill Hong Tianjing and cut off all cause and effect and 

dignity. 

 

Or, it is to master the "zhe Zi Jue" in the divine skill of Brahma, which is the most exquisite healing 

method in the world. Any injury can be cured. 

 

At present, it seems that it is extremely difficult to kill Hong Tianjing or the leader. 

 

Sword nameless bitter smile, said: "thank you for your concern." 

 

At this time, with the outcome of the competition, the referee announced in a loud voice: 

 

"I declare that the winner of the first trial is out!" 

 

"The winner, Leng MuQing!" 

 

"Congratulations, she got a hunting order. The future is promising!" 



 

The referee took out a token and gave it to Leng MuQing. 

 

This token, iron black and simple, is printed with the word "Shou". It is the token of the hunting meeting 

of the old Japan League, the order of hunting God! 

 

Leng MuQing got the order of hunting God, her face also showed a burst of joy, and said: "thank you 

 

With the order of hunting God, she can participate in the hunting meeting. If she can pass it, she can 

directly enter the old Japan alliance, and her future is unlimited. 

 

Even if it doesn't pass, it's a good thing to have a good relationship with the old alliance. 

 

The audience, seeing that Leng MuQing got the order of hunting God, had a lot of discussions. Of course, 

they were just chatting. Few people would envy her. 

 

It's just the first step to get the hunting order. In the future, we must go through the hunting convention 

to really join the old alliance. 

 

The hunting meeting was held in the ruins of the gods. The place is one of the top ten ruins. It's 

extremely dangerous. If people go in, it's a question whether they can come out alive. 

 

The first trial ended. 

 

The referee said, "the second trial will be held the day after tomorrow. You are welcome to watch, and 

the contestants of the second trial will be ready." 

 

Some of the spectators in the stadium were the contestants. They witnessed the cruelty of the first 

match with their own eyes. Many people were worried, but they felt that the future was dangerous and 

they didn't know whether to continue. 

 

"Is it my turn the day after tomorrow?" 



 

Ye Chen doesn't matter. He has absolute confidence in his own strength. Leng MuQing can pass, so can 

he. 

 

At the end of the game, the crowd left one after another. 

 

Next to hell's Dojo, there is a courtyard, where contestants can rest and settle down. 

 

Ye Chen and Jian are nameless, ready to go back to rest and prepare for the battle the day after 

tomorrow. 

 

"Hello, you." 

 

At this time, ye Chen hears someone calling him behind him. 

 

When I look back, I see a red yarn girl running to Leng MuQing. 

 

Leng MuQing has just won the competition and looks very excited. 

 

She patted Ye Chen on the shoulder and said, "Hello, masked man, how are you thinking? Do you want 

to sell me the magic pieces? I've just won the competition. Taoist xuanchen, the leader of the hell Dojo, 

gave me tens of thousands of Dayuan pills. I can give them to you as long as you give me the fragments 

of the magic weapon. " 

 

Ye Chen hears Leng MuQing's words, but he smiles. What he doesn't lack most is pills, which are useless. 

 

"I don't need the elixir. If you want to exchange it, take your hunting order." 

 

Ye Chen makes a direct offer. If he can get the order of hunting God, he doesn't mind handing over the 

fragments of the magic weapon to save fighting the day after tomorrow. 

 



Hearing Ye Chen's words, Leng MuQing's face changed. 

 

The order of hunting God is very important to her. Naturally, it is impossible to hand it over. 

 

"Don't you mean to make trouble?" Leng MuQing said angrily. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "if we don't want to take out the order of hunting God, then we don't have to 

trade." 

 

Leng MuQing said: "you!" 

 

Ye Chen shrugged his shoulders and said, "goodbye." 

 

He is no longer in charge of Leng MuQing. He goes into the courtyard with Jianming to rest and settle 

down. 

 

Leng MuQing's silver teeth clenched, but she was unwilling to leave, so she stayed next to Ye Chen. 

 

So after two days, the second hell trial, officially began! 

 

In these two days, ye Chen is also inquiring about the contestants. In the second thousand people final, 

four of them are very strong. 

 

These four people are all geniuses of famous families and have a lot to do with the old alliance. They 

come from the kaluro family, peacock Valley, Baqi family and Yuchan villa. 

 

These four forces are all founded by the old Japan alliance to protect the law. 

 

For example, the chaluro family was created by the former chaluro Dharma protector. Ye Chen's first old 

alliance Dharma protector in the past was chaluro, a golden winged ROC bird. 



 

The Dharma protector of nagalura had already been killed by Shentu Tianyin, but the account had to be 

reckoned to Ye Chen. 

 

At present, the kaluro family has long listed Ye Chen as the enemy of life and death. Fortunately, ye 

Chen takes Yin Tian Shen Dan, puts on a mask, and takes the pseudonym of Ye Sha Tian. The other party 

does not know his real identity. 

 

Peacock Valley is a force founded by Qingling peacock, the protector of the old alliance. 

 

The peacock, Qingling, had already sacrificed her life to help Yuchi Yao rebuild her body. 

 

Now peacock Valley and the challouluo family are all leaderless. 

 

As for the Baqi family, ye Chen saw it yesterday. At that time, some members of the Baqi family wanted 

to kill Leng MuQing, but they were killed. 

 

There is also the last jade toad villa. It is said that it is also the protector of the old alliance. The influence 

created by the ice and snow jade toad is very important. 

 

The sixteen Dharma protectors of the old Japan League all had fiefs in the dark forbidden sea, belonging 

to the existence of princes, while Wutian, the devil ancestor, was the son of heaven, worshipped and 

defended by the princes. 

 

The four geniuses Ye Chen inquired about were all from the old Japan alliance's Dharma family. They 

had a deep family background, and they were actually qualified to get the quota. But in order to temper 

themselves, they took the risk to participate in the hell trial, which shows their courage and courage. 
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With the early morning sunshine, breaking through the morning fog, the hell dojo is also officially open, 

and the distinguished guests and audiences from all over the country enter one after another. The scene 

is very lively. 

 

Ye Chen, together with many competitors, also entered one after another. 

 

Leng MuQing and Jian are nameless. They follow Ye Chen. After entering, ye Chen goes to the rest area 

to wait, while they sit down in the audience. 

 

"Hey, broken arm man, what's the name of the masked man?" 

 

Leng MuQing sits next to Jian Mingming and asks him about ye Chen's details. She still wants to take the 

pieces of magic weapon in Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Sword nameless some displeasure other party's address, but still coldly way: "leaf kills a day." 

 

He naturally won't reveal Ye Chen's true identity, just an alias. 

 

Leng MuQing said: "Ye Zaitian, this name is arrogant. What about you? What's your name?" 

 

Sword nameless way: "my sword nameless." 

 

Leng MuQing turned her lips and said, "I asked your name, not the name of your sword. What does it 

matter if your sword has a name?" 

 

Sword nameless ha ha smile, silent, also lazy to pay attention to her. 

 

Dang! 

 

And between the two people talking, the bell of the game is also ringing. 



 

The referee said: "the second hell trial, officially started! Please enter 

 

Voice down, nearly a thousand contestants, one after another into the arena. 

 

Ye Chen is among them. 

 

Just in the rest area, ye Chen and others have signed the life and death certificate. In this duel, life and 

death are decided by heaven, and the victory and defeat are not blamed on others. 

 

In the second round of the trial, more than 100 people withdrew from the competition. At present, 

more than 800 people have entered. The scene is quite spectacular. 

 

Ye Chen looked around and saw that the four young talented warriors were all men, and their 

accomplishments were all of a hundred flail realm. They had a unique temperament. They were born in 

a famous family, and had been raised in a high position for a long time. 

 

These four talented warriors, standing in the four corners of the southeast, northwest and North, 

obviously don't want to tear their faces as soon as they go on the stage. 

 

Ye Chen mingles in the crowd, the breath is astringent, the appearance looks, is still really the scene of 

seven layers of heaven, not strange. 

 

"The game begins!" 

 

At this time, the referee rang the bell again to announce the official start of the game. 

 

As soon as the bell fell, the four young warriors from famous families took the lead. 

 

"Eight different ways, such as prison in person!" 

 



Ye Chen first saw that in the east corner, the warrior, who was born in Baqi family, had a magic light all 

over him when he pinched the Jue with his right hand. His body suddenly changed into a giant snake! 

 

This giant snake has eight heads and eight tails. Its back is covered with moss and trees, but its belly is 

bloody. It's shocking. It looks weird and terrifying. It's the legendary star beast, baqitian snake! 

 

The people of Baqi aristocratic family have a unique way of life. They can incarnate into Baqi heaven 

snake, swallow the sky and eat the earth. They are very strong. 

 

But he saw the baqiwu snake swing and open his mouth. The other competitors around him were 

swallowed by him in a moment, then chewed and chewed, and then swallowed into his stomach. The 

scene was extremely bloody. 

 

"The jade toad sword technique is frozen for thousands of miles!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes turned, but he saw that the man from Yuchan villa in the west corner of the arena pulled 

out his long sword and immediately rolled up the snow. In the snow, there was the immortal shadow of 

Yuchan in the sky. In an instant, it was frozen for thousands of miles. In the screams of the surrounding 

warriors, it was frozen into ice sculptures and lost its vitality completely. 

 

In the north corner of the south corner, the warrior who was born in the family of chaluro, and the 

warrior who was born in peacock Valley, also showed their magic power and killed everywhere. 

 

This arena suddenly became a martial arts arena for the four of them. 

 

The magic light of the four covered everything, others blocked it, and none of them was their enemy. 

 

This amazing killing scene also made the audience admire one after another. 

 

At the VIP table, the Taoist priest xuanchen, who is in charge of the hell Dojo, is accompanying a woman 

in white, watching the battle silently. 

 



The white dress woman is graceful, graceful, beautiful and cool. She is the owner of Yuchan mountain 

villa, one of the sixteen Dharma protectors of the old alliance, ice and snow Yuchan! 

 

She incarnated herself, and the world respected her as "jade toad Fairy". 

 

In the dark forbidden sea, the sixteen Dharma protectors are the most famous in the inner sea, except 

for the demon ancestor Wutian. 

 

Naturally, the name of jade toad fairy is also very loud. Her cultivation has reached four levels of heaven 

in a hundred flail realm, and her strength is really extraordinary. 

 

Taoist xuanchen's cultivation is also a four-tier heaven in the realm of hundred flail, but in front of the 

jade toad fairy, he dare not be a bit presumptuous and respectful. 

 

Because behind the jade toad fairy, there is the background of the enchanted ancestor Wutian, and no 

one dares to offend him. 

 

"Fairy, it seems that the second duel will be won by the disciples of Yuchan villa." 

 

Taoist xuanchen said with a smile. 

 

At this time, the duel in the arena, the four talented martial arts, each show their magic power, and the 

jade toad fairy's disciples, the sword is frozen thousands of miles, especially fierce, win a lot. 

 

The jade toad fairy's beautiful eyes slightly coagulated, and said faintly: "the other three's pride should 

not be underestimated. Let's have a look." 

 

Taoist xuanchen said with a smile: "yes." 

 

The jade toad fairy asked, "by the way, you said the day before yesterday that there was a proud woman 

named Leng MuQing. Where is she?" 

 



Taoist xuanchen had been prepared for a long time. He pointed to the audience and said, "it's over 

there." 

 

The jade toad fairy raised her eyes and saw Leng MuQing's figure. She was slightly surprised and said, "is 

it her? It's said that he is the sword holder of the Bone Demon sword. His spirit is really different from 

ordinary people. " 

 

Taoist xuanchen said with a smile: "fairy, Leng MuQing is a good seedling. If you can recruit her, you will 

gain power." 

 

The jade toad fairy nodded and said, "let's see. At least, let's wait for her to pass the hunting meeting." 

 

At this time, in the arena, the battle also entered the white hot. 

 

The four famous young warriors, the kaluro family, the Baqi family, the peacock Valley and the Yuchan 

villa, killed all the way, and a corpse fell down. Fewer and fewer people survived in the field. 

 

Ye Chen from the beginning of the game, until now, but did not kill a person. 

 

In reincarnation cemetery, he casually took out an ordinary iron sword, only for defense, never taking 

the initiative to attack, so as not to expose himself. 

 

He wants to defend and nobody can hurt him. 

 

So, the game started so long, ye Chen was not injured at all. 

 

Of course, he didn't kill anyone, but kept a low profile. 

 

But with the contestants falling down one by one, it is difficult for ye Chen to keep a low profile. 

 



The four talented warriors pressed him step by step, and all kinds of supernatural powers killed him 

repeatedly. Although defense alone could prevent him, it could never win. 

 

"Who is the masked man?" 

 

"His sword is not stained with a drop of blood, and he has never killed anyone?" 
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"How did he survive to the present? It doesn't seem to hurt at all. " 

 

People in the audience also gradually noticed the existence of Ye Chen. 

 

The contestants fall one after another, but ye Chen is undamaged. Anyone can see that ye Chen is hiding 

his strength and is not exposed. 

 

After a while, everyone died, leaving only the four talented warriors and ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is in the center. The four people occupy four corners and surround him. 

 

This time, ye Chen has become the focus of the audience. 

 

Aware of this scene, ye Chen is wry smile unceasingly, he also want to low-key, which thought 

eventually became the focus. 

 

"If I break out directly, these four people won't be able to hold me up." 

 

Ye Chen looks at those four people and murmurs in the heart. 

 



These four gifted warriors are all strong in the world of hundred flail, but in Ye Chen's eyes, they are like 

ants. 

 

If he uses the Heavenly Sword and starts reincarnation, he will kill them, such as slaughtering pigs and 

dogs, even without a single move. 

 

It's just that if you do, you're likely to expose yourself. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want to expose his identity so soon. 

 

At the VIP table, the jade toad fairy was slightly surprised to see ye Chen. He asked Taoist xuanchen, 

"who is the man with the mask? He can hold on until this time. He expected to have an amazing art 

industry. He is not an ordinary person." 

 

Taoist xuanchen had a slight cold sweat on his forehead. He looked at the list and said, "this man seems 

to be called Ye Jitian." 

 

The jade toad fairy frowned and said, "ye zatian? I haven't heard of the name. Is it a pseudonym? There 

is no Ye Zaitian on the list of forbidden heaven. " 

 

Forbidden sky list is a famous list of forbidden sea in darkness, with a total of 1000 seats. It contains the 

strongest fighting power under the age of 1000. 

 

According to the jade toad fairy, ye Zaitian was not named in the list of forbidden heaven, but Leng 

MuQing was named. He was the sword holder of the Bone Demon sword. 

 

But ye Zhitian is no one on the list. 

 

Therefore, hearing the word Ye Zaitian, the jade toad fairy only thought it was a pseudonym. After all, it 

was such a genius that there could be no name on the forbidden list. 

 

"Sneaky guy, kill him first!" 



 

At this time, in the arena, the four talented warriors exchanged their eyes with each other, and their 

eyes were full of killing intention. 

 

Later, the four joined forces to attack Ye Chen by means of eight Qi, gallow, peacock storm, jade toad 

sword and so on. 

 

In the audience, Leng MuQing exclaimed "ouch" and stood up, thinking that something was going to 

happen to Ye Chen. 

 

Sword nameless but sit still, he believes Ye Chen's strength. 

 

Ye Chen saw four people attack and kill, his eyes were cold, but he didn't want to expose his samsara 

martial arts, so he used a move of Taishang Daofa, and cried: "Taishang tianbeng, broken!" 

 

Click! 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fists, and a breath of great collapse and destruction gathered on his fists, then 

turned into a rolling wave, and rushed out. 

 

This is one of the thirty-six ways of the supreme heaven. Ye Chen has already learned the way of the 

supreme heaven collapsing. However, he seldom uses it because it will damage his own meridians. 

 

When ye Chen saw that the four talented warriors were coming to attack and kill, he didn't want to 

expose reincarnation, so he used tianbengdao. 

 

Boom! 

 

The powerful collapse breath is enough to break the fierce martial arts power of heaven and earth, and 

burst out madly. 

 



The magic powers of the four warriors, such as the eight Qi sky snake, the golden roc, the gallow, the 

frozen jade toad, the Peacock Flying feather, and so on, all collapsed and disintegrated on Ye Chen's fist, 

like the snow under the hot sun. 

 

"What 

 

Seeing this scene, Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy were shocked at the VIP banquet. 

 

Leng MuQing also covered her little mouth and looked surprised. 

 

The audience, also a burst of shock, lost voice call, a commotion. 

 

Who also didn't expect, ye Chen incredibly so fierce, one punch burst to break four big talented martial 

arts of supernatural power. 

 

The four talented warriors retreated awkwardly, and their faces were full of shock. 

 

"Boy, who are you in the end? Such a strong martial art is by no means an ordinary person. Give me your 

name!" 

 

The disciples of the Baqi family cheered to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "I have no intention to fight against you. If you want to live, you can break your 

arms and legs, and then poke your eyes out. I won't kill you." 

 

He's afraid that if he continues to fight, he's going to kill after all, and then he'll expose his samsara 

martial arts. 

 

When they heard Ye Chen's words, they were all very angry, but when they saw Ye Chen's method, they 

didn't dare to be careless. There were cold sweats on their backs. 

 



The disciple of the Baqi family said: "ye zatian? Your name is not on the forbidden list. What's your real 

name? " 

 

Ye Chen said: "the name is just a code. It doesn't matter. You'd better leave. You're not my enemy." 

 

His words were plain, but the confidence and courage contained in his tone crushed the whole 

audience. 

 

The audience, seeing ye Chen's accomplishments and the breath of the explosive martial arts, probably 

only the real world, but it was shocking to say such crazy words. 

 

But people also know that ye Chen is not boasting, he does have the qualification to crush the audience. 

 

His real combat effectiveness has surpassed the gap of realm. Generally, the strong one in hundred yoke 

realm is not his opponent at all. 

 

The four talented warriors looked at each other with fear in their eyes, but they didn't shrink back. 

 

Because the price of quitting the race is too high. It's worse than death to ask them to break their arms 

and legs and poke their eyes. 
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"Build the Jiuyou emperor array, suppress this son!" 

 

The four put away their weapons and made a seal with their hands. They were permeated with aura and 

quickly gathered together. The Qi and machine were connected. They formed a deep array called 

"Jiuyou emperor array". 

 

This Jiuyou emperor array is obviously the array of the old days, with the ancient flavor of the old days. 

Once the array is shrouded, it seems to devour people like the abyss. 



 

"Why?" 

 

Ye Chen is shrouded by the array. It's dark all around. He has a sense of powerlessness. This array even 

affects his spirit. 

 

What makes Ye Chen even more surprised is that this Jiuyou emperor array resonates with the array of 

hell Taoist center itself. 

 

The core of the guard array in hell's Taoist center is a kind of spiritual object called Jiuyou Xingshi, which 

is a kind of natural material and local treasure from the old times. 

 

At this moment, the nine you star stone resonates with the nine you emperor array, which makes the 

whole array burst out more powerful and deeply shakes Ye Chen's mind. 

 

Ye Chen even felt that even the reincarnation cemetery had a strange and weak change. 

 

"Jiuyou emperor array, old dignified, tianwu Qi Yun, suppress everything!" 

 

The four talented warriors chanted loudly. The light of Jiuyou emperor array burst out more and more 

fiercely. In the array, tens of thousands of time and space are collapsing, countless rules are obliterated, 

and the current is back to the old times. The old days' power and pressure are revealed, ancient, vast, 

powerful and invincible. 

 

A group of Jiuyou light, like the abyss of hell, spread all over the world, towards Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen clenches his teeth and clenches his palm. There are some reincarnation lines in his palm. Seeing 

that the Jiuyou emperor array is attacking and killing, he plans to use the reincarnation method to kill 

directly. 

 

Although I don't want to expose it, at this juncture, if I hide my strength again, I will probably die. 

 



Boom 

 

And just as ye Chen was about to explode, in the reincarnation cemetery, the change was more violent, 

and a tombstone vibrated. 

 

Then, an old figure rose up in the tombstone. 

 

This figure is full of ancient flavor, much older than today's times, which is the breath of the distant old 

days. 

 

"A new reincarnation is born? Is it... From the old days? " 

 

Ye Chen saw the old figure, felt each other's ancient breath, and was shocked. 

 

This new reincarnation power, with its ancient flavor, comes from the old days! 

 

"I am the evil king of Jiuyou, shiqingtian. Are you the reincarnation master of this life?" 

 

The old man gazed at Ye Chen and asked with endless vicissitudes. 

 

Ye Chen said: "exactly! Ye Chen, the younger generation, is the reincarnation inheritor of this life 

 

In the old days, it was very mysterious. Ye Chen didn't know much about it, so he was always interested 

in it. 

 

Nine you evil Jun Shi Qingtian, Hear ye Chen's words, eyes a while confused, seems to fall into distant 

memories. 

 

After a long time, he sighed and said, "yes, I come from the remote old days. I was born in tianwuxian." 

 



"Tianwuxian gate?" 

 

Ye Chen hears this name, immediately stunned. 

 

He seems to have heard from the demon emperor Zhetian that tianwuxian gate was a big sect in the old 

days, and both Wutian and the old master came from tianwuxian gate. 

 

Today, the place where the hunting convention is held and the ruins of the ten major relics are the ruins 

of tianwuxian gate. 

 

Ye Chen was very surprised to hear that Shi Qingtian, the evil king of the nine secluded regions, actually 

came from tianwu immortal gate. He said, "I came from tianwu immortal gate. Have you ever heard of 

Wutian and the old master?" 

 

Nine you evil king Shi Qingtian said: "the devil ancestor has no heaven, the Lord of the old days. 

Naturally, I've heard of it. They and I are brothers of the same school." 

 

Ye Chen is greatly surprised, way: "what?" 

 

He never thought that this new reincarnation power not only originated from the distant past, but also 

had a lot of connections with Wutian, the old master of the devil. He turned out to be a brother of the 

same sect. 

 

Jiuyou evil king fell into the old memory, and his body floated, saying: "in those days, tianwu immortal 

gate was extremely powerful. The old master, Wutian, and I were all true disciples, but my talent can't 

be compared with them." 

 

"The real name of the old lord is wujueshen. He is the descendant of Wuzu. Wuzu is the Grandmaster of 

tianwuxianmen and the only close friend of Hongjun. In those days, Hongjun's grandfather set foot on 

everything, but Wuzu stayed in the real world and didn't want to touch the void space and time. He 

finally established tianwuxianmen and handed down tianwuwolong Sutra." 

 



Ye Chen said: "what? It turns out that tianwuxian gate was founded by Wuzu? Wu Zu is also the only 

close friend of Hongjun's father? " 

 

Shiqingtian, the evil king of Jiuyou, nodded and said, "it's true that Hongjun's grandfather had already 

seen Wuwu and wanted to lead Wuzu into Wuwu world, but Wuzu refused. The two people's martial 

arts were different and finally broke up. Hongjun's grandfather shed a drop of tears and turned into 

xuanhai. Later, he went to Wuwu time and space alone. These are very remote legends." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was shocked. He only felt that the chess game in front of him was more complicated 

because it involved such ancient figures as Wuzu and Hongjun Laozu. 

 

"It turned out that Hongjun's tears were due to his break with Wuzu..." 

 

Ye Chen never thought that Wuzu was actually Hongjun's best friend, and tianwuxian gate was created 

by Wuzu. Wujueshen, the old master, was the descendant of Wuzu. 

 

Ye Chen has long awakened Wuzu's Taoist heart, and understands Hongmeng's big starry sky, which can 

be regarded as Wuzu's next generation descendant. 

 

In other words, ye Chen has a trace of origin with the old lord. 

 

It's a wonderful thing. He didn't think that the old master was a real descendant of Wuzu. 

 

In fact, ye Chen should have guessed that the former master was in charge of the tianwu Wolong Sutra, 

but he never thought about it. Now when he heard Jiuyou evil king talking about the past, he suddenly 

realized. 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "it was in those days that Hongjun's father, his wife, failed in his sermon and turned 

into ashes. He mourned his wife's death and founded the nine heaven divine skill and the mother sword 

formula of all things. At that time, he didn't shed tears, but it was the pain of his life to break with Wu 

Zu. Finally, he dropped a tear and stepped into nothingness alone." 

 



These remote secret sympathies are full of historical vicissitudes. Jiuyou evil king speaks with endless 

sigh. 

 

Ye Chen said: "by the way, master, the ten great ancestors of the earth's heart region fought against the 

old lord. Were you there?" 

 

Nine you evil gentleman ha ha a smile, way: "certainly present, at that time old lord Wu Jue God, already 

took charge of the day Wu Xian door, become the leader teaches, the old and new two faction's dispute, 

the main battlefield is in the day Wu Xian door." 

 

"Among the ten great ancestors, the yuhuanggudi was the most powerful. As soon as he ascended, he 

reached the peak of the martial arts, that is, the peak of wuliangjing. Even the old master was not his 

enemy." 
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"At that time, there was a decisive battle between life and death. Relying on tianwu dimai, tianwu 

Wolong Sutra and Tianjun Fengshen stele, the old LORD fought against the ten great ancestors." 

 

Ye Chen said: "the God stele of Tianjun?" 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "well, it's the most powerful artifact of the thirty-three days. The materials used for 

the stele and the casting are similar to your reincarnation cemetery. These materials come from the 

world of nothingness and are very mysterious." 

 

Ye Chen said: "the original materials of reincarnation cemetery may have something to do with Wu Wu 

world..." 

 

Jiuyou evil king way: "yes, there is no world, it is not the real world, it is nothing, there is no concept of 

reality, can't describe, can't look up, can't arrive, just because there is no reason, even the concept of 

reality, so we can breed all things, create things that don't exist, such as reincarnation cemetery, Tianjun 

God monument." 



 

Ye Chen was shocked, and finally knew the source truth of reincarnation cemetery. It might have come 

from Wu Wu. No wonder it is so mysterious, so vast and so powerful. The original casting materials are 

not available in the real world at all. They are the natural materials and treasures born from the 

mysterious Wu Wu time and space. 

 

If you think about it carefully, the casting materials of many reincarnation steles are probably from Wu 

Wu. 

 

"It's a mysterious world. I don't know how Hongjun went in." Ye Chen thinks thousands of things from 

afar, and is amazed. 

 

Jiuyou Xijun said with a smile: "Hongjun's ancestor is a strange number between heaven and earth. 

Since hundreds of millions of years ago, he has been the only one in the real world who has successfully 

preached and entered into Wuwu time and space. In addition, no one has ever seen the mystery of 

Wuwu." 

 

Ye Chen said: "the end of the war between the old and the new..." 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "of course, the top ten ancestors won. They broke the tianwu immortal sect's 

orthodoxy and jointly killed the old master. In that battle, I was seriously injured and 90% of my 

accomplishments disappeared. Fortunately, I escaped by chance and finally saved my life. I didn't want 

to ask about the world, but I recovered slowly. Unfortunately, I escaped to other places, When she was 

in the weakest state, she was captured by xuanjiyue, and her real body was locked up by her. She was 

really bullied by dogs. " 

 

Ye Chen was silent when he heard that Jiuyou Xie Jun had such a complicated life experience. 

 

Jiuyou evil king said: "but being captured by xuanjiyue is not bullying. I even had a chance to leave, but I 

refused. After all, this person is a great fortune. In tianwu immortal sect's ancient books, it is mentioned 

that she is the master of fate. She is the one who wants to inherit Jianjia fairy's orthodoxy and master 

the mother sword formula of all things." 

 

Ye Chen startled: "who is Jianjia fairy? Will xuanjiyue be in charge of the nine heaven God skill of all 

things' mother sword Jue?" 



 

Jiuyou Xijun said: "Jianjia fairy is Hongjun's wife. After her fall, there is daotong left behind. It is said that 

Hongjun left a prophecy in xuanhai and tianwu immortal gate. He expects that the person who inherits 

his wife's daotong in the future will be called the master of fate. Once the prophecy comes true, Xuanji 

moon will be invincible. Tomb master, you should try to stop her, Or we'll all die. " 

 

Ye Chen's heart is shocked. The wife of Hongjun's ancestors almost preached in those years, and her 

accomplishments must have reached the peak of martial arts in this world, that is, the peak of 

boundless, which is equivalent to the ancient emperor Yuhuang. 

 

The orthodoxy left by such a great man must be very important. 

 

If xuanjiyue can inherit it, it will be invincible. 

 

"When I get back to the earth, I'll solve xuanjiyue right away!" 

 

Ye Chen bites his teeth. Now the earth is in crisis. Although he doesn't want to fight inside, he feels 

extremely pressure when he hears the words of Jiu you Xie Jun. 

 

Xuanjiyue was really lucky. She was the one who predicted that she would inherit Hongjun's wife, Jianjia 

fairy. If she succeeded, she would still succeed. 

 

Therefore, in any case, ye Chen must solve her immediately, otherwise, the future trouble will be left 

and the harm will be endless. 

 

Once xuanjiyue rises up, she will never let go of yechen or her master. She will definitely kill all those 

reincarnation powers! 

 

Ye Chen makes up his mind to kill xuanjiyue at any cost after he returns to the earth. 

 

Nine you evil Jun way: "well, xuanjiyue this girl, must not stay, otherwise the future is endless, you 

either kill her, or crush her will, take for Ding stove to enjoy, but no matter how, can't let her have 

independent will to survive, otherwise you and I will die." 



 

Ye Chen nodded, moved in his heart, and asked: "master, when the war between the old and the new 

came to an end, which day did you seal the monument to God? Who's got it? " 

 

That day, as like as two peas, the first God of the tablet is the God of the upper part of the temple. The 

casting material is just like the material of the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Jiuyou evil king way: "at that time, the war was chaotic, and the God tablet of Tianjun was knocked 

down. In the end, it must have been picked up by one of the ten ancestors, but I don't know who it is." 

 

Ye Chen said, "Oh?" 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "this stele is very magical. It's said that whoever engraves his name on the stele will 

be able to gain great fortune in the future." 

 

"For example, if a mortal engraves his name on the stele of the emperor, he will get countless 

adventures out of thin air. All kinds of immortals will be sent to his door. If he lies at home, he can 

become an immortal, or even become the emperor of Jin. It's amazing." 
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When it comes to the God stele of Tianjun, in the tone of Jiuyou's evil king, I can't hide my admiration 

and longing. 

 

Obviously, the stele is extremely precious, and the magic power is also extremely magical. It can 

improve people's Qi luck. As long as you engrave the name, you can seal the God. 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "in those days, after the old Lord took charge of tianwu immortal gate, he also got 

the stele of Tianjun, but he didn't engrave his name on the stele. Instead, he depicted the name of his 

younger martial brother Mozu Wutian." 

 



"The old master loved his younger martial brother very much. He would rather give him the fortune of 

the Emperor than leave it to himself." 

 

"If the old lord was famous on the stele, he would not end so miserably if he was sheltered by the great 

fortune. However, Mozu Wutian was famous on the stele, and he was very lucky. After the war between 

the old and the new, he was the only one who survived unscathed. All these were sheltered by the stele. 

Now Mozu Wutian's fortune, It's even stronger than the yuhuanggudi, only inferior to reincarnation. " 

 

Ye Chen is stunned, and finally knows the life experience of Wutian. He feels more complicated and 

mysterious. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's curiosity about the stele is also strong to the extreme. 

 

"Did the emperor get the stele Ye Chen asked. 

 

Jiuyou evil king way: "no, now can only be sure, the God stele, must be in the hands of one of the ten 

ancestors, but they are not willing to admit." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "it seems that someone wants to swallow this stone tablet alone." 

 

Jiuyou said: "of course, Tianjun Fengshen stele is so precious, who doesn't want to seize it? If you think 

about it carefully, the stone tablet should not be in the hands of yuhuanggudi, because if he gets it, 

there is no need to hide it. " 

 

"Well, the stone tablet falls on the other nine ancestors. Some people want to take the stone tablet 

alone and carve their own names secretly to occupy their great fortune. They will definitely want to 

overthrow the rule of the ancient emperor Yu Huang and dominate the world in the future. Their 

ambition is not small!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved, his mind crossed the sword God ancestor, the wind emperor and other figures, 

said: "just don't know this stone tablet, in the end who fell on the hand." 

 



Ye Chen can only be sure that the stone tablet is not in the hands of emperor Feng, because the other 

party has completely subordinated to him. If there is such a treasure as the God tablet, it is impossible 

to hide it. 

 

The scope of the stone tablet's whereabouts narrowed down again, and it was in the hands of the 

remaining eight ancestors. 

 

However, every emperor and grandparent has ulterior motives. Ye Chen can't guess the truth without 

showing mountains and dew. 

 

"I don't care about the God stele of the emperor. The tomb owner, let's get rid of the four people 

outside." 

 

Nine you evil gentleman's eyes a cold, peeped out to kill an idea, looking toward the outside. 

 

Although he talked with Ye Chen about a lot of old things, they both talked with gods. It actually 

happened between the lightning and flint, and the time outside was only a second or two. 

 

But outside, the majestic atmosphere of the Jiuyou emperor formation formed by the four talented 

warriors, Baqi aristocratic family, chaluo aristocratic family, peacock Valley and Yuchan villa, has burst 

out to the extreme, and bursts of light and tide cover Ye Chen. 

 

"The array they used is the Jiuyou emperor array in the old alliance, and this Jiuyou emperor array is 

exactly the array of tianwuxianmen before, which comes from Jiuyou emperor Scripture." 

 

Jiuyou evil king's eyes are poisonous and hot. You can see the origin of Jiuyou emperor's array at a 

glance. 

 

"Tomb master, I pass you the nine you emperor Sutra. You can use my strength to destroy the enemy 

and avoid exposing reincarnation." 

 

Nine you evil gentleman a flick of fingers, a wisp of dark magic light, shot into Ye Chen's head. 

 



Boom! 

 

All of a sudden, he was full of enthusiasm. 

 

Ye Chen only felt a mysterious and subtle secret book, which was deeply imprinted in his knowledge of 

the sea. 

 

This secret script is the Jiuyou emperor Sutra, which is the true martial arts of tianwu immortal sect in 

the past. There are many magical martial arts of the old times in it. 

 

The four gifted warriors, the Jiuyou emperor array they formed, evolved from the Jiuyou emperor 

Scripture. 

 

Ye Chen instantly understood the nine you emperor Sutra. When he went to see the nine you emperor 

array again, he only realized that every trick of the array, every place where the Qi mechanism starts 

and changes, is extremely clear and clear. 

 

If you ask him to use the formula of array words to crack it, it may take several days. Naturally, there is 

not so much time to use in the duel of life and death. 

 

But after mastering the nine you emperor Sutra, ye Chen sees through all the details of the array. 

 

Boom! 

 

The next moment, reincarnation tombstone violent shock. 

 

Nine you evil gentleman whole body spirit Qi, still have his will, crazy infuse to leaf Chen body. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's whole body is whirring, and his breath keeps soaring. He has reached the 

fourth level of the hundred flail realm! 

 



At present, the power of the evil king of Jiuyou is just the four layers of heaven in Baiji realm. He lends 

his strength to Ye Chen. Ye Chen suddenly transforms against the sky and bursts out the fury of this 

realm. 

 

Ye Chen's eye pupil, turn into a dark red, just like blood pupil general, full of bloodthirsty gas. 

 

It was the breath of the evil king of Jiuyou. He was bloodthirsty, violent, arrogant, fierce and cruel. 

 

In fact, the simple nine you emperor Scripture, although fierce, but not so bloodthirsty. 

 

However, Jiuyou's fate is too bumpy. First, the sect's orthodoxy is broken, then the old leader of the sect 

is killed, and the tablet of the town's magic weapon, Tianjun, is lost. Finally, xuanjiyue suppresses him. 

He is extremely aggrieved and chokes with resentment. 

 

Now ye Chen borrows his strength, naturally also becomes bloodthirsty and violent, as if to vent his 

inner grievances, to wipe out the injustice of fate and the world. 

 

"What, four layers of heaven in the hundred yoke realm?" 

 

"So this is your real strength?" 

 

The four talented warriors, sensing the breath of Ye Chen, were shocked. 

 

And the audience, is also in an uproar. 

 

Just looking at Ye Chen's cultivation, it was only in the middle and late stage of the true realm. How did 

people think that he suddenly soared to the fourth level of the hundred flail realm, which was an 

incredible transformation. 

 

How can such a powerful state be hidden in the real world? What is the hidden means against heaven? 

 



"My God, is this masked man so powerful?" 

 

Cold Mu fine covers mouth, pretty face is full of startle, completely didn't expect Ye Chen so powerful. 

 

"Lord Ye!" 

 

Sword nameless is also Huo Ran to get up, can't keep calm. 

 

Although he knows Ye Chen is powerful, he has never seen Ye Chen burst out so fierce cultivation 

breath. 

 

It seems that the cards behind Ye Chen are more terrible and rich than what he imagined. 

 

At the VIP table, Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy could not sit still and stood up in amazement. 

 

They also didn't expect, ye Chen unexpectedly burst out a hundred flail realm four layer sky's strength. 

 

"Ye Zaitian is so powerful!" 


